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Inspired by the brightly
colored doors seen
on a trip to Ireland,
designer Lisa Johnson
was determined to find
the same color for her
front door. “The rest
of the project took off
from there.”
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OPPOSITE RIGHT Lisa
Johnson and Laura Probst
make up the dynamic due
behind the design firm,
Simply Done.

BEHIND THE BLUE DOOR

T

he painter said “it couldn’t be found here”, but designer Lisa Johnson was determined
to find the same glossy blue that she and her husband had seen on a trip to Ireland. “All
of the doors there are brightly colored and very glossy”, said Johnson, “I had to have a glossy
blue door and now it’s one of my favorite things about the house”. The rest of the project took

off from there.
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“Creating beautiful expressive living
spaces” is just what she and design partner, Laura Probst of the Winnetka, Illinois
based firm called Simply Done do. With
projects from Chicago to New Jersey, she
and Laura “design rooms that reflect their
clients’ tastes as well as their personalities
and desires”. “Passionate about what they
do, each project is truly its own.”
The forty year old home hadn’t been altered since it had been built and contained
all the original fixtures and finishes. The
renovation would be conducted in three
phases and include the kitchen, master
bedroom and closet, all four bathrooms,
family room, laundry room, finishing the
basement and home office and the playroom. Additionally, the decks and patios
were renovated and the landscape enhanced.
A soothing pale blue palette greets you
as you enter the foyer through that now
famous bright, blue door. Framed in crisp
white trim, there are accents of silver in
the artwork, mirror and accessories. The
chest of drawers has been finished in silver
leaf and has been paired with a contemporary style Lucite chair. A brown and cream
silk velvet fabric by Kravet, in a whimsical
swirling pattern, covers the chair cushion.
The “lace edged” area rug is by La Montage.
The crystal clear turquoise waters of
Turks and Caicos inspired the palette for
the family room. The custom wet bar, finished with a zinc counter was designed by
Johnson and fabricated by local artisans.
Displaying turquoise glassware, it was inspired by one she had admired in a local
French restaurant. Johnson chose a low
pile wool carpet for this room and uses
it without a pad underneath to create the
feeling of sisal. With three young boys

White Corian countertops and crisp white
custom cabinetry keep things bright in
the new kitchen.
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and lots of traffic thru the house, it’s very durable
and easy to clean. Wanting the turquoise accents
to pop, furnishings and flooring have been kept in
monochromatic tones.
Recycled barn wood tops the new breakfast room
dining table. Surrounded by creamy colored painted French caned chairs, its straight lines seem juxtaposed against the feminine profile of the dining
chairs. Lightly colored walls and an infusion of natural light keep the space bright and airy. An antique
garden gate, originally from a Rhode Island estate
garden, provides visual interest behind the table.
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“The kitchen was designed around the idea of a
painted blue wood floor”, said Johnson. “All other
choices were based around that.” Chosen for its simplicity, beveled edge, Corian countertops are used in
the space. Polished nickel faucets are by Mico and
have been paired with a Herbeau sink. Appliances
by Dacor complete the design. Johnson worked with
kitchen designer, Helen Lundstrom in the plan for
this pretty space.
“The master bath provided a bit of a challenge in
that there wasn’t a lot of space to work with”, said
Johnson. Closets were reconfigured to make way for

a walk-in rain shower and custom cabinetry above the sinks was recessed to allow
for medicine cabinet shelving that’s been
carried up to the ceiling. Marble tiles in a
horizontal pattern run the length of the
floor providing for “better visual flow”.
Marble was also used on the counters and
on the backsplash echoing the lush feeling.
Rich, recessed paneling provides architectural interest and matches the detailing in
the custom cabinetry below. The designer
paired rectangular sinks by Duravit with

polished nickel facucets from Newport
Brass. Accents of blue are present in this
room as well add pretty pops of color in
this relaxing space.
Johnson finds that it was working on
this labor of love that honed her skills as a
designer and fueled that passion for creating beautiful spaces. As with any project,
it’s “ever-evolving” which gives her the opportunity to tweak each of the spaces here
and there. While travels with her family
may have provided inspirations for many

ABOVE LEFT Custom cabinetry was
recessed into the walls in the master bath
to allow for maximum storage in a tight
space. Beveled edge marble counters add
a polished look to the space.
ABOVE RIGHT A rose studded table
lamp add doses of femininity to a house
full of boys.
OPPOSITE LEFT French chairs surround
the dining table in the cheery breakfast
area. The antique garden gate is from a
Rhode Island estate garden.
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Opening out onto the patio, the
comfortable living space contains a
rich mix of texture and finishes.
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RESOURCES

of the rooms in the house, her real inspiration came from the desire to create a
home that expressed just “who we are”. In
doing just that, she also produced a space
that “visually entertains” and continually
charms. Armed with that experience, she
and talented partner, Laura Probst have
gone on to create many more beautiful
homes for families just like theirs.

Katie Keating is an interior designer and freelance
writer and can be reached at 203.339.5820 or
katiekdesign@yahoo.com

Simply Done
1330 Asbury Avenue
Winnetka, IL 60093
P 312.804.4755
P 847.533.9079

The three phase renovation of the home included new patios, decks and landscaping.
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